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Summary
The Atlanta BeltLine is a sustainable, multimodal transportation, recreation, and housing development plan centered
around a 22-mile historic rail corridor that encircles the City of Atlanta. A goal of the BeltLine project includes
the development of 5,600 units of workforce and affordable housing by 2030. To help realize this goal, the Atlanta
")1&+"Ą + ăģ Ĥ-2/ %0"!!&01/"00"!Ą2+Õ+&0%"!Ą2-0 )" ,+!,*&+&2*-/,'" 1!2/&+$1%" /"1" "00&,+
1%1%!""+3 +1#,/#,2/6"/0ă .2& ()612/+"!1%"-/,-"/16&+1,1%",×01"6+,)!01,4+/,00&+$ĝÛá
units of owner-occupied workforce housing, three of which are community land trust units.

Dealmakers
⦁ Strategic adaptive reuse that emerged from a failed upscale condominium development
⦁ Housing and transportation linkages for sustainable development
⦁ Rapid turnaround from acquisition to closing
⦁ Pilot for community land trust condominium units
⦁ Drawing for units that generated quick and successful closings
⦁ Land banking of 1.4 adjacent acres for future development
⦁ /,3&!&+$ "00&)"+!##,/!)"Õ++ &+$1,4,/(#,/ "26"/0
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Contributing Partners
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Housing Type
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Funding Sources
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Development Partners
The Atlanta BeltLine is a long-term,
comprehensive transportation and
economic development effort that is being
produced in phases through 2030. Atlanta
BeltLine, Inc. (ABI) is the entity overseeing the
planning, design and implementation of all aspects
of the project, with partners in the public and private
sectors. ABI was formed in 2006 by Invest Atlanta (formerly
the Atlanta Development Authority) for the purpose of
managing the implementation of the Atlanta BeltLine program. The
ABI staff works closely with Invest Atlanta and City of Atlanta departments
1,!"Õ+"!"1&)0,#1%"-)+Ą0" 2/"-2)& #2+!&+$Ą&+#,/*+!"+$$"*"*"/0
,#1%" ,**2+&16Ą+!0"/3"01%",3"/))-/,'" 1*+$"*"+1,#Õ "#,/ ,+01/2 1&,+,#1%"1/&)0Ą1/+0&1Ą-/(0Ą
and other key components.

Invest Atlanta
+3"011)+1&01%",#Õ &)" ,+,*& !"3"),-*"+121%,/&16#,/1%"&16,#1)+1ă 10-2/-,0"&01,01/"+$1%"+
1)+1đ0" ,+,*6+!$),) ,*-"1&1&3"+"00&+,/!"/1, /"1"&+ /"0"!,--,/12+&16+!-/,0-"/&16#,/1%"-",-)"
of Atlanta.
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Collaborative. The ALTC was created in 2009 to maintain affordability in Atlanta neighborhoods at risk for displacement
+!$"+1/&Õ 1&,+Ą-/1& 2)/)6&+1%"ÝÞ+"&$%,/%,,!0),+$1%"1)+1")1&+"ă%" ,*&+"0+"&$%,/%,,!Ě
based, resident-controlled Community Land Trusts (CLTs), with the ALTC serving as a central resource to incubate and
02--,/11%"!"3"),-*"+1+!,-"/1&,+,#-"/*+"+1)6##,/!)"%,20&+$&+&1&1&3"06&+!"-"+!"+1+,+Ě-/,Õ10
along the BeltLine and throughout the City.

Planning and Policy
The Atlanta BeltLine is a sustainable, multimodal transportation, recreation, and housing development plan centered
around a 22-mile historic rail corridor that encircles the City of Atlanta. When completed in 2030, the 45 neighborhoods in the vicinity of the BeltLine will be linked by 22 miles of light rail and 33 miles of multi-use trails. At the end
of the 25-year project, there are also expected to be 28,000 new units of housing, with a goal of 20 percent, or 5,600
2+&10Ą!"3"),-"!1,"##,/!)"+!4,/(#,/ "%,20&+$ă/&$&+))6"+3&0&,+"!&+Úâââ*01"/đ01%"0&06 ",/$&
Tech student Ryan Gravel, the Atlanta BeltLine materialized as the result of a grassroots campaign by local citizens
and civic leaders. Approximately 3,000 acres of underutilized land along the corridor will become available for public
and private redevelopment opportunities.
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History
A group called Friends of the BeltLine began in 2002 to build
grassroots support for the idea, meeting with neighborhoods
 /,001%" &16ă +ÛÙÙÞĄ×"/012!&"01,"3)21"1%"-,1"+1&)
of the proposal, Atlanta Mayor Shirley Franklin created the
Atlanta BeltLine Partnership to galvanize private sector and
&1&7"+02--,/1#,/ +3"011)+1đ0")1&+""##,/10ă×"/
six-month process of community input, the Atlanta BeltLine
Redevelopment Plan and the BeltLine TAD were approved by
the Atlanta City Council, Fulton County Board of Commissioners,
+!1%"1)+12)&  %,,),/!,#!2 1&,+ă
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Funding
Funding for the Atlanta BeltLine project comes from a combination
of federal, state, local, and private sources. One source is the BeltLine
5)), 1&,+&01/& 1ģĤĝ ,*-/)"1,15&+ /"*"+1Õ++ "
!&01/& 1ĝ1%140 /"1"!61%"&16,#1)+1&+ÛÙÙÞ1,-/,3&!"), )
funding source for the implementation of this major revitalization project.
0/",+",#1%"&16,#1)+1đ0-/&*/6" ,+,*& !"3"),-*"+11,,)020"!
to incentivize a variety of developments, such as housing, community centers, and
commercial space, to promote development in areas of the city that are targeted for
increased investment.

,20&+$ƛ,/!&)&16+!1%"1)+1")1&+"
The Atlanta BeltLine is expected to stimulate new opportunities for the production of housing in and around the
,//&!,/ă%"1)+1")1&+"&02+&.2"&+&1&1&3"1%1 +!!/"0014,,#1%"*',/ ,010%,20"%,)!0# "ĝ0%")1"/
and transportation. Forty percent of households within a half-mile of the Atlanta BeltLine corridor have incomes
between 30 percent and 100 percent of Area Median Income (AMI), and 42 percent of Atlanta BeltLine households are
cost burdened, meaning they spend more than 30 percent of income on housing. In fact, low- to moderate-income
households in Atlanta relying on market-rate housing options can spend over 60 percent of their incomes on housing
and transportation. Thus, affordable housing is a key part of the plan for the Atlanta BeltLine development, to realize
1%"-/,'" 1đ03&0&,+,#&*-/,3&+$*,&)&16Ą ,++" 1&3&16Ą+!/"$&,+)".2&16ă&+ "+"4Ą*/("1Ě/1" ,+01/2 1&,+
will only meet a small percentage of affordable demand, 5,600 units in the Atlanta BeltLine area are targeted to be
produced as affordable workforce housing.
The BeltLine Affordable Housing Advisory Board (BAHAB) was established to make recommendations on the
development of policies and strategies associated with the creation of affordable housing within the Atlanta BeltLine
TAD. BAHAB also makes recommendations for maximizing the use of the BeltLine Affordable Housing Trust Fund.
%"1)+1&16,2+ &)--/,3"!1)+1")1&+"đ0##,/!)"%,20&+$-,)& &"0&+ 1,"/ÛÙÙáă ,//"+1)%,20&+$Ą
1%"$,)&01,-/,!2 "%,20&+$##,/!)"#,/%,20"%,)!0"/+&+$2-1,ßÙ-"/ "+1,#1)+1/"$&,+đ0 Ą,/2-1,
$36,900 annually. For owner-occupied housing, the income targets are up to 100 percent of AMI, or earning up to
$68,000 annually.
Progress in the production of affordable units that have been directly supported by ABI and/or Invest Atlanta
&+ "+1&3"0Ą&+3,)3"*"+1Ą+!!"3"),-*"+1%3"&+ )2!"!,×01"6+,)!01,4+/,00&+$Ą,+ "&16/("1Ą1+1,+
(0&+",-)"01,4+Ą/,$1/""1/("1Ą ,+ "/(Ą"6+,)!01,4+"+&,/Ą(6,×0Ą+!,3"/ÚÙÙ2+&10
purchased with downpayment assistance in complexes around the Atlanta BeltLine.
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Site Development
One of the oldest African American neighborhoods in the City of Atlanta,
"6+,)!01,4+&0%&01,/& !&01/& 1,+1%" &16đ0+"/"010&!"), 1"!14,
miles from downtown. Reynoldstown started as a thriving working-class
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“

neighborhood through the mid-20th century, with many residents who
were employed in the railroad and sawmill industries. By the latter
half of the twentieth century, like many older urban neighborhoods,
Reynoldstown was experiencing population, job, and income loss, along
with a deteriorating housing stock. Grassroots neighborhood efforts
helped revitalize Reynoldstown by the turn of the 21st century, though the
impact of the Great Recession meant that progress stalled by 2010.

"%3"$,+"#/,*"+3&0&,+&+$
%2$"1/201#2+!1,*,/")&*&1"!
/"0,2/ "0ǽ ,4!,4" %&"3",2/
%,20&+$+!" ,+,*& !"3"),-Ȓ
ment goals? How do we use real
estate to do that?
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ABI Housing Policy and
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%"")1&+"&0" 10"6+,)!01,4+&++,/1%Ě0,21%!&/" 1&,+ă"*,/&)/&3"Ą4%"/"1%",×01"6+,)!01,4+
Crossing is located, is the major thoroughfare bordering the southern end of Reynoldstown. Many of the light
industrial properties are now adapted for residential, retail and entertainment use.
,×01"6+,)!01,4+/,00&+$"*"/$"!#/,*#&)"!2-0 )" ,+!,*&+&2*!"3"),-*"+1Ą/&2*-%,×0Ą4%& %
was an adaptive reuse of an old motorcycle parts factory on 1.8 acres. The original project was on its way towards
completion in 2008 when a series of setbacks, including economic upheaval generated by the Great Recession, caused
&11,$,2+Õ+&0%"!+!&+1,/" "&3"/0%&-ă0/"02)1Ą1%"2+&10013 +1#,/#,2/6"/0Ą4&1%+2+!"1"/*&+"!#212/"Ą
until ABI acquired the 75-percent completed property in 2011 for $3.7 million. While the private market was leaving the
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property vacant in the recessionary environment,
ABI was able to act as an entrepreneurial public
entity to turn the development into an asset.
Reaching out to the Reynoldstown neighborhood
organization and the Neighborhood Planning
Unit, ABI earned local support for the project,
which is in an optimal location adjacent to the
BeltLine. ABI completed the redevelopment of
the building in nine months to produce 28 workforce-housing units and one market-rate penthouse
unit. There are also an additional 1.4 acres on the
property (currently a parking lot and tree nursery) that
have been land-banked for future housing development.

Design
%",×01"6+,)!01,4+/,00&+$/"1&+"!1%"!"3"),-*"+1đ0
2-0 )"#"12/"0#/,*1%"!"3"),-*"+1đ0,/&$&+)-)+#,/2-0 )" ,+!,miniums in an adaptive reuse of the former motorcycle parts factory. The spacious
14,Ě"!/,,*Ą14,Ě1%),×0#"12/"$/+&1" ,2+1"/1,-0Ą01&+)"0001"")--)&+ "0Ą+!Ö,,/Ě1,Ě
"&)&+$4&+!,40ă%/"!*"+&1&"0&+ )2!"Õ1+"00 "+1"/Ą%,112Ą-,,)Ą )2/,,*Ą+!/,,×,-!" (ă,*&+1&+
1%"0"*"+&1&"0Ą1%"/"&0%,*",4+"/0đ00, &1&,+ģ ĤĄ-/,-"/16*+$"/Ą+!+ #""ă
ABI began construction in October, 2011, and it was completed remarkably fast in March, 2012, for just under
$700,000. While much of the property redevelopment had been completed in its earlier phase, the outstanding
10(0&+ )2!"!/"&+#,/ &+$1%"2&)!&+$đ001/2 12/"4&1%01"")+! ,+ /"1"Ć/" ,**&00&,+&+$*',/0601"*0Ć+!
completing the elevator system, improvements to the building envelope, and amenities, such as the pool, hot tub,
)2/,,*Ą+!Õ1+"00 "+1"/ă

Financing
2/ %0&+$1%"-/,-"/16,21,#/" "&3"/0%&-Ą đ0),4 .2&0&1&,+-/& "
of $2.9 million allowed ABI to offer 28 high-quality condominiums at an
##,/!)"-/& "ă đ0$,)401,-/,3&!"%,20&+$1,1%,0""/+&+$2+!"/
$68,000 (100 percent of AMI). Of the 29 condominiums, 25 are workforce
units, three are community land trust units, and the penthouse was sold
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A land acquisition and land
+(&+$01/1"$6$&3"020
1%""01 %+ "0,# /"1&+$
),+$"/Ȓ1"/*ƛ,/!&)&16ǽ

at market rate. In light of the Atlanta BeltLine Affordable Housing Trust
2+!đ0-,)& 61%11%"!"3"),-*"+1+,1"ÚÙÙ-"/ "+1##,/!)"Ą1%"
penthouse unit was designated for a market-rate sale. ABI holds a right of
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ABI Housing Policy and
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While the total development cost was $170,000 per unit, funds from the BeltLine Affordable Housing Trust Fund
(BAHTF) were applied to write down the total development cost per unit by $22,000.
While these condominiums sold on average for $150,000, BAHTF provided a silent second mortgage of $64,000 at
7"/,-"/ "+1&+1"/"01ă%20Ą1%"%,*",4+"/0đÕ/01*,/1$$"0,+1%"##,/!)"4,/(#,/ "2+&103"/$"!ƥáÝĄÙÙÙă
The resulting monthly payments, including taxes and HOA fees, are less than $1,000 a month. By comparison, a
comparable market-rate two bedroom apartment would cost over $1,200 per month.
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ƛ,/!&)&16&+"3"/6!")1%1
4"!,ǽ 14&))!"-"+!,+1%"
mechanism we are using to
/"1"1%"ƛ,/!)"%,20&+$Ǿ
the partners we are working with,
1%"!"3"),-"/&+1%"!")Ǿ+!1%"
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To retain affordability, the 25 workforce units utilize a mix of equity
-12/"Ą020&!6/" -12/"Ą+!Õ/01/&$%1,#/"#20)ă+!"/".2&16
-12/"Ą&#1%"%,*"&0/"0,)!4&1%&+1%"Õ/01Õ3"6"/0Ą0)&!&+$
percentage of gain upon resale must be repaid to the BAHTF. Under
subsidy recapture, the silent second mortgage must be repaid to the
  &#1%"%,*"&00,)!4&1%&+1%"Õ/01ÚÞ6"/0ă+6#2+!0/"-&!1,
the BAHTF can be recycled to future home buyers.
The three units sold in a partnership with the Atlanta Land Trust
Collaborative, Invest Atlanta, and Bank of America were part of a pilot
program to introduce community land trust homeownership into the
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Atlanta market. This is a model to permanently preserve affordability
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#,/),4Ě+!*&!!)"Ě&+ ,*"%,20"%,)!0ă +1%"1%/""2+&1011%",×0
at Reynoldstown Crossing, the homeowner purchases the unit with
a deed that restricts resale prices and the incomes of future buyers to
affordable levels. In future resales, units must be resold to residents
earning under 100 percent AMI. These community land trust units were
sold with a $100,000 silent second mortgage from BAHTF to two City of
1)+1-,)& ",#Õ "/0+!,+"-2)& 0 %,,)1" %"/ă

Marketing
%",×04"/",##"/"!3&,+"Ě!6-2)& 0)"0!/4&+$&+" "*"/ĄÛÙÚÚĄ01/1"$61%1$"+"/1"!%&$%)"3"),#
&+1"/"01&+1%"!"3"),-*"+1!"0-&1"0,×/")"011"*/("1ă/,*,1"!1%/,2$%+"4001,/&"0Ą/!&,+!+"40--"/
ads, and two open houses, more than 2,400 people registered for the event, 600 households visited, and more than 42
26"/04"/".2)&Õ"!1,-/1& &-1"&+1%"!/4&+$#,/Ûá%,*"0ă
In order to participate in the drawing, prospective buyers had to meet certain requirements: visiting the property,
1,2/&+$1%"2+&10Ą+!$/""&+$1,))/2)"0+!/"$2)1&,+0,#1%"1)+1")1&+"đ0%,20&+$-/,$/*+!1%"!/4&+$ă
/,0-" 1&3"26"/0)0,%!1,$"1-/".2)&Õ"!61%")"+!&+$1"*000&$+"!1,
the project and provide proof of funds to make the $1,500 contribution
necessary for loan and downpayment eligibility.
The one-day drawing resulted in a nearly instantaneous
absorption rate: all 28 homes were placed under
contract within a few hours. Ninety-three percent
of the workforce units closed within eight
months of marketing.
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0"/31&,+0+!"00,+0"/+"!
Act entrepreneurially when the moment calls for it. As a public entity, ABI does not typically serve as a developer
#,/")1&+"-/,'" 10ă1%"/Ą&1%0-,0&1&,+"!&10")#1,4,/(&+-/"!"3"),-*"+1+!-/1+"/4&1%+,+-/,Õ1+!#,/
-/,Õ1!"3"),-"/0,+0-" &Õ -/,'" 10ă"1Ą1%"-/&*",--,/12+&16,##"/"!6/" )&*&+$1%",×0-/,-"/16,21,#
/" "&3"/0%&-*"+11%1 0"/3"!01%"!"3"),-"/#,/1%",×0Ą+!&1!")&3"/"!%&$%)602 "00#2)-/,'" 1ă
Community land trusts are an important tool for developing permanently affordable housing. The three CLT
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It’s a smart move to pair transportation growth with the growth of affordable housing. Large infrastructure and
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the start can help effectively target applicable funding sources.
Planning for the long term requires adaptability. A 25-year project such as the Atlanta BeltLine must be agile and
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boom and bust times. When anticipated revenues for the BeltLine Affordable Housing Trust fund from the BeltLine
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